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Line Commentary
Progress

Has there been any this year?
Like everything, it depends on whom you ask.
This year’s graduates of the many fine institutions in Morningside Heights would likely answer in the positive. We congratulate them and

wish them well as they begin new chapters in

“You have to appreciate them while they’re
here,” she said.
I agreed. “It’s like life,” I offered.
“Exactly,” she concluded.
Morningside Diary

their lives. We would like to think their experi-

See page 7

ences in our neighborhood helped round out
their academic pursuits.
And yet, so much remains to be done in the
country, in New York, in our community. Still,
the flowers are blooming and local businesses
are showing signs of finally returning to normal.
There is much hope on our blocks.
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MHCC has made its own progress over the past
few months. In this issue, we offer a brief report.
There is substantial work before us in our three
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Morningside Heights). For now, let's appreciate
what we’ve accomplished.
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Local Engagement
Comments & Questions
You can submit yours here.
•

New neighbor who's looking forward to getting involved! :) Olivia M.

•

I am conducting a public health study (for class) about the health risks related to leadexposure in children and young adults in Morningside Heights. Yasmine P.

•

Just a long time resident of Morningside Heights wanting to volunteer and lend a helping
hand if need be in anyway! Anela L.

MHCC Responses:
•

We have received many offers of volunteer help and appreciate these offers of support!
As we return to in-person activities, we will develop a schedule of opportunities for our
neighbors to pitch in. (See below.)

•

We referred Yasmine to the author of a recent report in the Columbia Spectator about

conditions at Grant Houses.

Calendar

Volunteering

As COVID restrictions allow, we’re preparing

The vast majority of MHCC’s work is carried

for a community fair planned for July. This

out by volunteers — local residents, business

socially distanced gathering will allow us to
reconnect and catch up. We’re excited. De-

owners, employees, students, and even visitors. We are grateful to them. If you’d like

tails forthcoming.

to be involved, please let us know here.

And...Action!
•

COVID vaccination appointments are here. Free COVID testing information is here.

•

We will begin tabling on Broadway again to share community information, petitions, and
letter-writing campaigns. Please join us on 5/22, 6/5, or 6/19.

•

MHCC is co-sponsoring Team Up to Clean Up West Harlem, a community clean up day to
be held on 6/12. Please consider helping out here.
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1Q21: Background

26th Precinct graffiti cleanup day, April 10th at the West Harlem Piers

Building on successful online meetings with diverse neighbors over the past several months,
MHCC has recommitted itself to its three mission areas (limiting real estate overdevelopment,
promoting local affordable housing, and preserving the character and quality of life of Morningside Heights). These present an ambitious agenda but we must address these issues head-on if
we are to work with community members to protect and improve our neighborhood.

In a broader context, here are a few positive developments:
•

The verdict in the Chauvin trial affirms our commitment to racial justice and equity. We are
relieved and encouraged by this outcome.

•

The vaccine requirement for students returning to Columbia, Barnard, and Teachers College
this fall was the right decision. We advocated for it and are thankful to these institutions and
encourage others to follow suit.

•

We have received excellent responses to our Candidates Poll from those running in local elections. We will publish the results when they are complete.

By continuously refining our structures and procedures, MHCC will advance its objectives in
ways which offer greater efficiency and new opportunities for involvement by our neighbors.
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1Q21: Updates
Morningside Heights
Promoting Local Affordable Housing:
•

We have requested a meeting with senior
leaders at Columbia to discuss our proposal
that the University preserve its stock of several hundred rent-regulated apartments
and make them available when vacancies
occur to local residents of moderate income.
Our petition to Columbia on this issue is
here.

Preserving the Character and Quality of Life
of Morningside Heights:
New arrival on Riverside Drive,

•

has provided grants to 16 local community-

courtesy of Borough President Gale

based organizations, in amounts ranging

Brewer, NYC Parks, and the River-

from $5,000 to $15,000. A total of $145,000

side Park Conservancy

We are emerging from the challenges of the

Our Morningside Heights Community Fund

has been awarded to local groups thus far.
•

The NYC Department of Small Business

past year with a greater sense for what’s im-

Services has approached MHCC to partici-

portant in our neighborhood.

pate in its Strategic Initiative Grant pro-

It boils down to our bonds as members of a

gram, which will support local businesses in

community that cares.
Here are some of the areas to which we’ve paid

particular attention and can make meaningful
impacts during the rest of this year. Though
we will continue to engage on other issues,
these are especially worthy of mention.
Limiting Real Estate Overdevelopment:
•

We continue to advance dialogues with City
Council and other officials regarding the

their recovery from COVID-19 impacts. A
local merchants association is now being
planned.
We are aware of all the effort that must continue and the sense that we are making meaningful impacts in and around Morningside
Heights.
Please join our efforts to protect and improve
our shared home.

September 2019 commitment by Speaker
Corey Johnson to support the rezoning of
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News & Resources
Articles of Interest
Guide to NYC Mayoral Race (MHCC's Dave Robinson quoted) -- Columbia Spectator
MHCC Moves Forward in Pushing Local Rezoning (MHCC quoted) -- Columbia Spectator
Levine Candidacy for Boro President Appraised (Laura Friedman MHCC quoted) -- Columbia Spectator
Marie Runyon Tribute (MHCC quoted) -- Columbia Spectator
Noose Found at UTS McGiffert Hall -- Columbia Spectator
New Affordable Units at 145 W 108th Street -- YIMBY
Vaccinations for All Fall Students and Vaccination Site for Community -- Columbia Website
Columbia Students Calling for Wider COVID Testing and Vaccinations -- Columbia Spectator
Columbia Pandemic Policies Aren't Working -- Columbia Spectator
Guide to the City Council District 7 Race -- Columbia Spectator
Covid Found in Columbia Wastewater: All Students Must Be Tested -- Patch

Mark Levine Video Interview (Praises Morningside Heights Rezoning Plan) -- Gotham Gazette
Columbia Students to Return to In-Person Instruction in Fall -- Columbia Spectator
MHCC Rezoning Plan in Response to Out-of-Scale Towers -- Crain's
Running of the Goats to Return to Riverside Park -- Patch

Local Support
This month we feature the West 95th Street Veterans Residence,
managed jointly by Harlem United and Bailey House.
Though not widely known, this unassuming building just off Riverside Drive has been providing a home and services to New York
veterans for five years and has worked hard to nurture positive
working relationships with neighbors, government officials, nearby businesses, and the local precinct.
Though not technically located in Morningside Heights, MHCC has entered an agreement with
the Residence to refer veterans in our community who desire services. Thank you to the West
95th Street Veterans Residence for supporting those who often go unnoticed.
A comprehensive list of local resources is here.
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I walked west on 113th from Amsterdam and was struck by the historical significance and beauty of this street. From the Croton Aqueduct Gatehouse and Engine 47 Firehouse, past the row houses and apartment buildings, and onto the
literal broad way.
About a third of the way down the block, a Columbia security guard engaged me.
“You are safe,” he said. He went on to make a few other points about the benefits he and his colleagues offered the neighborhood. I don’t know why he began speaking to me, but his conviction was plain and pure. So much so, that I
recognized the exchange as more profound than I’d expected.
I considered his words, agreed, and thanked him.

As I continued walking, I recalled that one aspect of genius is simplicity.
In all the complexities of our individual and collective lives, there must be
moments of simple and singular expression. These can be gifts to those who
offer or receive them — milestones on the long and often arduous journey.
Movement.

Stillness.

The eternal horizon.

Like the arc of the flowers in the Broadway Mall, which emerge from a state of
suspension and are of a new season — a sign of and bridge to what follows.
They reach a state of glory and then fall away, leaving only memories of color
and form at the intersection of avenues and streets filled with other bodies,
other intentions, other expressions of truth.
Confusion.
home.

Clarity.

Progress.

I turned left at the corner and made my way
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